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The function of this type of short introductory debate is to launch some proposals of 
reflexion, necessary without demonstrations and attenuations. So I  ask you to excuse in 
advance my talk too rapid and too abrupt. 
 
 
This crisis is in the same time  ecological, financial, economical, social, political and 
geopolitical.  
. ecological: higgledy-piggledy, we can list : tendancial increase of oil, raw materials 
and food prices, confirmed climate warming up, consumption becoming more and more 
ecologicaly disastrous, more emigration due to the hunger and poverty 
. financial : credit bubble, non-payments, credit crunch 
. economical : demand fall, banks and firms bankruptcies, endeptment of states to 
rescue these companies 
. social : unemployment and precariousness rising, pressure on wages and pensions, 
increase of social and economical unequalities, hunger crisis in some underdevelopped 
countries 
. political : the different  political party programs are wrong-footed, in many countries 
one observe the  rising of social tensions and confrontations 
. geopolitical : difficulties to coordinate the efforts against the crisis, some countries are 
more affected than the others, deep modification of world equilibrium 
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All its aspects are  in fact inextricably linked  together. The link between these 
particular crisis is that  was called « the new economy ».  The « new economy » was 
a political economy that a part of conservative economical and political forces, 
specially in USA and Great Britain, have tried to diffuse and to impose at the 
world level since the eighties, specially through the actions of international 
organisations 
 
Far from allowing the best allocation of the capital and the reduction of the financial 
risks for the benefit of all people in all countries,  
the “new economy”  
. generated speculative bubble after speculative bubble,  
. destroyed capital more than it produced,  
. increased the social and territorial inequalities   
. and amplified the destruction of the natural resources and the climate change. 
 
The « new economy » is born of two deregulations : deregulation of the labour contracts 
and wages and financial deregulation 
 
It was caracterized by two principles of management : 
. The shareholder value to allow the best allocation of the capital 
. The work flexibility and a « competitive » mode of national income distribution to 
allow the mobility of workforce to the new localisation of capital 
 
Given the history and the current differential economic development level of countries, 
these principles had to found a new international division of labour :  
. centralisation of financial and technical innovations in the most dynamic capitalist 
countries 
. outsourcing and delocalisation of manufactured activities in the low cost countries 
remaining under financial and technical control 
 
The expected results were  
. First the economical takeoff of some under developped countries and the increase of 
world trade 
. Second at least the maintain of the purchase power of the hourly and salaried people in 
the developped countries thank the import of  low price products 
. Third the justification of social inequalities increase  and G8 political dominance by a 
regular world growth for the benefit of all. 
 
I don’t resist temptation to recall we had written and say, specially in a memorable 
GERPISA colloquium in year two thousands, that this type of capitalism was auto-
destructive, not a viable way, not a durable era. 
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The caracterisation of the « new economy » allows to understand why the 
automobile crisis is not the unfortunate consequence of the financial crisis 
 
not only for the  Big Three, but also for the other manufacturers, included Toyota  
 
First,  the car  manufacturers took part, voluntarily or constrained, to the whole or to a  
part of the “new economy”:  
1. priority  given to the shareholder value,  
2. outsourcing and delocalization of manufactured activities towards the low costs 
countries,  
3. centralization of design,  
4. development of the services, specially financial services  
5. “dynamic” management of the pension, reserve and circulation capitals. 
 
Secondly they had to adapt to the upheavals of the demand structure due to the 
completely or partially change of national income distribution towards a « competitive 
mode »  
1. Stagnation of the average automobile demand in their domestic countries  
2. but with extreme variation of the annual demand according to the succesives 
speculative bubbles and their bursting 
3. Exclusion out of the new vehicle market of  the households of which the income was 
becoming uncertain, variable and insufficient 
4. appearance and strong development of new types of vehicles,  specially the SUV, 
brought by the households that have profited of the « competitive » income distribution 
mode 
5. Heterogeneisation and instabilisation of demand in many countries 
6. Strong developement of the demand in the BRIC 
 
 
The unsustainability of « new economy » was shown 
 
We are obliged to question the increasing social inequalities and the free circulation of 
capital. From thos point of view it is useful to rake up the 29 crisis. All say that the great 
depression was amplified and continued by protectionnist actions of the main countries. 
It isn’t compeltely correct. First because protectionnist actions began before the crisis 
and above all the solution was the reduction of revenue inequalities. The historical proof 
of that is the after War II era. The customs barriers were very high to allow Europe and 
Japan to rebuilt themselfs. But in the same time these countries adopted a moderatly 
hierarchised national income distribution. So they  could develop a mass consumption 
and consequently a mass production.  
 
Our era is of course different. But the growth of international trade doesn’t require 
necessary the free circualtion of capital. The trade can be organised to avoid the course 
to the always lower cost countries and to allow a less inegualitarian development.  
 
  


